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Founded in 2013 based on the premise that storage capacity and interface 
performance are growing, but storage has otherwise remain unchanged dating back 
to tape and the floppy

Ground up approach to rethinking SSD technology - adding a missing link without 
changing the foundation architecture
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Edge network
Massive amount of data is now produced at the edge
AI algorithms demand large amounts of data
Moving data to cloud is often not practical

Paradigm shift - move the compute to storage
Power/TB + $/GB + in-situ processing
Delivering a power efficient, low cost and computational storage

A Novel Solution - Move Compute to Storage
Key attributes:
- maintain familiar methodology (no new learning)
- Use standard protocols (NVMe) and processes (no new commands)
- Minimise interface traffic (power and time savings)
- Enhancing limited footprint with maximum benefit (customer TCO)

*Vladimir Alves, CTO & Co-founder
Architectures are not addressing the issue
Software-defined control and mgmt is an inevitable trend that is already touching 
parts of the DC infrastructure
- SDN making network switches and server NICs increasingly programmable for 
enhanced network-wide functionality
- programmable GPGPUs and FGPAs leveraged by new generations of applications 
like deep learning
Rapidly-changing requirements can be supported on the fly once DC infrastructures 
become dynamically flexible

Moving Computation to Data is Cheaper than moving Data 
- A computation requested by an application is much more efficient if it is executed 
near the data it operates on
-- minimises network traffic



-- increases effective throughput and performance of the system (eg Hadoop 
Distributed File System)
-- enables distributed processing
- Especially true for big data (analytics): large sets and unstructured data
- Traditional approach: high-performance servers coupled with SAN/NAS storage
- Eventually limited by networking bottlenecks

Moving Computation to Data - Today

Moving Computation to Data - the new methodology

Using in-situ processing to tackle the mismatch
- seamless programming model
- manage capacity growth



- scalability
Brings harmony back to bandwidth needs

Dimensions that enable computational storage
Operating System - bare metal, RTOS, 64-bit OS
Hardware - 32-bit real-time processors, HW acceleration, 64-bit application 
processors
User Application - firmware, application software, container virtualisation, AI 
applications
Future - adding AI acceleration in the drive itself

In-Situ Processing Ecosystem - The Newport Platform 
14nm FinFet
ARM powered
Yocto
Ubuntu
Docker support

In-Situ Ecosystem
Development Tools - Yocto - Yocto is an open source project that helps developers 
create custom Linux-based systems for embedded products
Operating System - Ubuntu - Ubuntu Core is a tiny, transactional version of Ubuntu 
for IoT devices and large container deployments
File System and Communication Protocols - GFS2, OCFS2, MPI - Distributed / 
Clustered file systems for coherent media access and communication protocols that 
support distributed and parallel systems
Container / Virtualisation - Docker, resin.io - Containers enable true independence 
between applications and infrastructure and developers and IT
Edge Computing - Azure - Azure IoT Edge is a service that delivers cloud intelligence 
locally by deploying artificial intelligence (AI) and Azure services, on cross-platform 
IoT devices

Support for:
M.2 - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/M.2
U.2 - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/U.2
EDSFF - https://edsffspec.org/introduction-to-edsff/

*Product demos with Scott

5 years ago
- not enough spare processing power
- not dev-friendly programming environment
- not accessible prototype devices

https://github.com/facebookresearch/faiss

openALPR

Content Delivery Use Case



Core SSD and Computational Storage Solutions [photo]
20 granted patents on SSD technology innovation (14 as NXGN Data)

One Final Look at the Architecture

Key Tenants of NGD NVMe Solutions

Prototypes available now


